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Higher Risk Screening
Workflow

Introduction
In 2007, the cancer reform strategy stated that women
identified at higher risk of developing breast cancer, should
be managed by the NHSBSP. This was to ensure
standardisation across centres with regular intervals
between screens and provide high quality screening and
assessment. NHSBSP commenced the management of
higher risk screening from April 2013.
The Newcastle Breast Screening Programme manages the
higher risk MRI screening for its own local population and
two adjacent screening programmes. Up until 2013,
women who were considered at higher risk of breast
cancer, in the geographic region surrounding these three
screening units, were managed in the Newcastle
symptomatic unit predominantly but also scattered across
different symptomatic units.
Since April 2013, higher risk women meeting the NHSBSP
MRI criteria from the 3 screening units are screened and
assessed in the Newcastle Breast Screening Unit.

Genetic referrals can be made
by clinicians, GPs and self
referrals. Women who are
eligible for the higher-risk
screening are referred to the
screening units using this
proforma by genetics. Women
are also referred following
mantle radiotherapy from
oncology/ haematology and
general practitioners. These
must meet the criteria for
screening following mantle
radiotherapy.
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1. Each screening unit get NBSS to generate a SPNTD
(screening program next test due)high risk list every month.
2. Genetics also send each screening unit a list of women
due to be screened
3. The High Risk Database is interrogated each month and
cross referenced with lists from 1 and 2.
4. MRI only patients are sent a questionnaire asking if they
would like to have a MRI. If they fail to respond to this, they
are sent a 2nd questionnaire.
5. Failure to respond to 2 MRI questionnaires /MRI-DNA
triggers a letter to the subject and genetics or mantle
radiotherapy subjects receive a letter.
6. If a subject responds positively to the MRI questionnaire
but fails to contact MRI for an appointment, then a letter is
sent to the subject +/- genetics if appropriate.
7. If a subject DNA’s a mammogram only appointment then
they are offered a 2nd appointment, failure to attend the 2nd
appointment then changes their NTD to the next year.
8. Mammogram and MRI screening subjects are offered a
mammogram only appointment if they opt out of the MRI.
9. The High Risk Screening is managed by the Breast
Screening Office Manager or the deputy if they are away.

Our process of organising higher risk screening continues to
be reviewed and updated. The communication links
between the 3 screening departments and genetics is
3b
3c
excellent and this certainly
is pivotal in providing our high
risk screening.
Those
Mantle Radiotherapy,
2h who fulfil the criteria following
2i
is potentially more complex. This group may have moved
geographically since their treatment and may no longer be
under the care of that clinician. They may be referred by the
treating clinician but also by their GP. In order for them to be
included onto the NHSBSP for higher risk screening, a
letter from the treating clinical oncologist or radiation
oncologist with details of the breast tissue which has been
included in the radiotherapy volumes treated, with dates of
when the treatment took place.
The numbers involved are small with small variations having
a greater impact on Recall Rates and cancer detection rate.
Our recall rates have varied from 9-11% and a CDR of 2%

1. The higher risk screening is co-ordinated by our
5b Breast Screening Office Manager. They have set up
excellent communication links between the 3 screening
centres.
2. A close relationship with the MRI department is
essential. Our communication with the subjects is all
arranged from our breast screening office which helps
ensure a co-ordinated approach.
3. All 3 screening units have an established good working
relationships with the Genetics Department with
regular reviews and updates of lists ensuring the
appropriate women are screened.
4. Robust failsafe systems are in place to ensure women
are screened appropriately and at correct intervals.
5. Results are transmitted efficiently, in a confidential
manner to the subject and the referring screening unit.
6. Auditing our results to include recall rate and CDR
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